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Natural Science Education plays a very important role in broadening students’ world outlook. The Natural Science classes should discuss real, concrete things and phenomena, which are a part of students’ reality and even everyday life (Lamanaukas, 2003).

Nowadays it is necessary to take advantage of the Information and Communication Technologies to support innovative methodologies of teaching natural science. As well, it leads to different ways of seeing the world and consequently leads to different beliefs concerning our comprehension of the world. Expanding the experiences as the augmented reality, it is real now. So, words and terms which are used acquire meaning in the contexts where they are used. The relevant perspective within a sector is decisive for how a question, a problem, a statement is to be interpreted, what is interesting, pertinent an objective (Arroio, 2011).

The multimodal phenomena (multimodal texts, web sites, audiovisuals, three-dimensional objects, simulations, animations and events) are constructed from the integration of the abstract means, of the non-material resources, such as language, symbol, image, sound, architecture and environment. These phenomena expand the cognitive sense when they are integrated by the sensory modalities with their visual, tactile, olfactory, gustatory, auditory and kinesthetic characteristics and they in general are called semiotic resources. In this sense, meaning making in the natural science classroom is produced through the articulated use of different semiotic modes (verbal, gestural, visual etc.) (Kress, Ogborn & Martins, 1998).

The means are the ways through which multimodal phenomena are materialized such as printed materials, phenomenon scheme written in chalk on a blackboard, holding of an event, television, computer, photo camera, movie camera, data show or other any material object (Arroio, 2011; Dicks, et al., 2006; O’Halloran, 2008; O’Halloran, 2011).

In this perspective for Lemke (1992, 1998), the construction of meaning in the Natural Science classroom is not just produced through the words that are said, but also by the diagrams that are drawn and the formulae that are written down, and the experiments that are done by students and teachers. Personal construction of knowledge occurs through the interaction between the individual’s knowledge schemes and his or her experiences with the environment. Science education must encourage the development of creative thinking (Laius, & Rannikmäe, 2005).

Nowadays, visualizations are a part of scientific practice that could influence science education (Linn, 2003). This author argues that visualizations can help experts to test new ideas and reveal certain aspects of scientific phenomena displaying new insights and allow comparisons with different scenarios. But, visualizations are also important to students. Visualizations can illustrate an idea that words cannot describe and in the same way can introduce students to important aspects of scientific research that are frequently neglected in science education.

Learning science is related to participating in activities, which offer a scientific way of thinking and acting. But this is not easy and perhaps not even possible in a traditional school context because it is expected that students must cross over certain discursive and linguistic borders.
In Natural Sciences, in addition to the concepts involving qualitative aspects, students are challenged in their learning to use, among others, mathematical knowledge that will assist them in the organization, interpretation and resolution of quantitative aspects. This requires from students the intellectual transit through various forms of languages and representations, constituting what it is called ‘multimodality’.

These considerations would imply that the language used by the teacher and students should not be expected to be the same, and the use of different semiotic modes would not play the same role in the teaching and learning of an abstract scientific concept (Márquez, Izquierdo, & Espinet, 2006). It should be considered that when student use a different mode that not just a word they are negotiating the meanings with their own perceptions, teacher expectations, school-scientific concepts and other factors.

Student’s texts can thus be analysed as traces of the choices made by them from the resources which were available to them, which they saw as pertinent at the moment of choice, in conformity with their interests vis-à-vis the topic. The transformations which link their text to the text that constitutes the original resources are then the evidence of the work they engaged in, constantly guided by their interest. (Jewitt, Kress, Ogborn, & Tsatsarelis, 2001, pp. 129–130)

In this perspective it is introduced the idea of learning mediated by multimodality that has its definition anchored in the one of multimedia learning (Mayer, 2005), about which we suggest the amplification by the insertion of other resources such as educational games, with or without the use of computers.

According to Mayer:

The multimedia learning is defined as the learning from words (spoken or printed) and figures (illustrations, photos, maps, graphics, animations or videos) (2005, p. ix). 

And for Jewitt:

[…] There is now an increasing understanding that occasions of communication always draw on a multiplicity of modes of communication at the same time. When we speak we also make facial expressions, we gesture, stand at a certain distance, and so on, all of which makes meaning together. This ensemble of modes we regard as the normal condition of communication and we refer to that as multimodal communication or as multimodality (Jewitt et al., 2001, p. 6).

Learning mediated by multimodality is conceptualized as the one that is favoured by the practice of the multiplicity expression’s forms of school and scientific principles, or principles of Science, Technology, Society and Environment (STSE), in which there is the transit between manual or concrete activities (experiments, games or artefacts, computer-mediated or not), the word (spoken or printed) and the images (illustration, photo, map, chart, graph, equation, animation, video etc.).

Another aspect that seems to have an enormous relevance in the perspective of multimodal learning are the practices established by the institution ‘school’, which generate its culture.

This leads us to interpret the school culture with a focus on the practices of production and attribution of the meanings through language, i.e., culture as a sharing of meanings.

When a group shares a culture, it shares a set of meanings, constructed, taught and learned in the practices of language use. The word ‘culture’ implies, therefore, the set of practices through which the meanings are produced and shared in a group. They are the arrangements
and the relationships involved in an event that start, predominantly, to crave attention from those who analyze the culture based on this perspective, which can be summed up in the idea that culture represents a set of significant practices (Moreira & Candau, 2007, p.27).

In other words, the practice of multimodality cannot disconsider that students, in a first moment, will use the learning offered by the school throughout their schooling process, which will probably cause them to build their replicas with those meanings which seem more pertinent at the moment of its production, as a rule through the fragmented Cartesian perspective.

A fundamental aspect of multimodality and that receives influence from school culture is the explicit expression of textual and imagetic coherence in its products, because we consider this coherence as fundamental evidence of the multimodal understanding and, as a result, of the systemic learning.

The question of multimodality in the perspective of the multiplicity of representations and of narrative forms in Natural Science has been the object of attention of the academic community and called ‘third wave of scientific literacy’ (Klein & Kirkpatrick, 2010).

The initial focus of scientific literacy centered efforts on writing across the curriculum; the subsequent focus that more directly involves the area of Natural Science has concentrated efforts in the recognition of the forms of writing and of the reasoning of particular interest to the Natural Science. This second focus was represented by the production of speech genres, such as protocols, reports, pre-reports and arguments (Dias de Souza, 2010) and the third focus began with attention on the role of graphics and other forms of representation in Natural Science and at the same time paved the way for the study of the role that the internet plays in the representations to which students have access (Klein & Kirkpatrick, 2010).

This means that the student must be initiated in the mastery and incorporation of an extensive symbolic language of the Natural Sciences and Mathematics area, of a big set of mathematical operations, of conceptual aspects, of the interrelation between the elements of this set, the organization of textual and imagetic coherence and the tools of technology.

Learning Natural Sciences, therefore, involves being initiated into the ideas and practices of the community and it is still necessary to make these ideas and practices meaningful at an individual level (Driver et al., 1998), in addition to the fundamental and essential school organizational structure and to the active participation of the initiate.

In school terms the initiation into the world of Natural Sciences is in charge of him who leads the process of initiation, i.e., the natural science teacher, spreading the symbology and its interrelationships through the work with the language and organizing the process by which individuals generate meanings.

The interpretative work of students is reshaped through their engagement with a range of modes, image, animation, hypertext, and layered multimodal texts. In such a view, students need to learn how to recognize what is salient in a complex multimodal text, how to read across the modal elements in a textbook or IWB, how to move from the representation of a phenomenon in an animation to a static image or written paragraph, and how to navigate through the multiple paths of a text. These complex tasks—as against traditional taxonomies of print skills—are central to multimodal learning and development. Learning increasingly involves students in working across different sites of expression, negotiating and creating new flexible spaces for planning, thinking, hypothesizing, testing, designing, and realizing ideas (Jewitt, 2006).

The school must provide the appropriate infrastructure conditions and at the same time must partake this process in its fullness with the apprentice, breaking cultural paradigms, assuming its protagonism and interacting in a diligent and enterprising way.

Assuming that the adopted conception of teaching stipulates that students should be
immersed in the conventional ideas of science. The role of the teacher providing experimental evidences and providing the tools and cultural conventions didactic from the practices of the scientific community gains central importance in this process.

Driver et al. (1998) mark a particular challenge in this process: to obtain the answer(s) to the question ‘How to successfully achieve this process of enculturation in the routine of ordinary classroom?’

Thus deserve attention from researchers and natural science teachers when constructing symbiotic teaching sequences that involve the use of multimodal phenomena, associated to qualitative concepts and interpretations or solutions of quantitative problems, interpenetrating the various representative forms of languages, as an alternative proposal that contributes toward the overall success in the process of scientific enculturation.

In a previous study (Dias de Souza, 2010) it was recognized the possibility of the practice of epistemic operations (Jiménez, 2009, p.9) for the exercise of multimodality, as a contribution to the learning process in Natural Science, starting from the assumption that the learning in this area is an interdisciplinary field of research from the disciplinary perspectives of psychology, anthropology, micro sociology, applied linguistics, neurosciences and computer science (Bricker & Bell, 2008, p. 485).

In this perspective Klein and Kirkpatrick adopt a vision of learning in which learning in Natural Science is “the recognition/mapping of the connections between the concepts of the science, its representations and the perceptual experiences” (2010 p. 88), that we expand adding the time factor, i.e., the recognition/mapping must persist in the long-term memory.

As teachers and researchers we recognize that the design of the lesson must be adapted to the experience, to the prior knowledge and to the student’s interest, as well as to the level of the interactivity, sequencing and stimulus that the use of technology, experimentation or games can promote, influencing the efficiency and effectiveness of learning.

The competence of transitions between the different representative levels is an essential tool for a full assessment of the natural phenomena. The acquisition of this ability is a big challenge that still exists at the teaching-learning of natural sciences, since this kind of work involves representation and visualization skills. In the school, the teacher is the responsible for introductions of activities using visual tools and, thus, his practice will determine the student capacity to understand, see and move between the representative levels in different modes.

This perspective to the use of multimodality in the classroom leads us to seek answers to certain questions such as:

What is the level of acceptance of the proposal by the students?

What were the opportunities that students had in their scholarship to apply the multimodality of forms of representation in a single object of study?

What is the degree that students demonstrate at the final product (activity report) of the expression of the multiplicity of principles of a thematic content?

What degree of coherence between the multiplicity of forms of language is presented in the final product (activity report)?

These questions are central in research works that find in multimodality a fertile field to expand the studies of the teaching-learning process.
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